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Lucy Whitman on punk fashion 

Right from early on in punk there was this erm, totally unpleasant erm, sort of 

toying with the symbolism of Nazism and right from the start I thought this was 

absolutely stupid. Y’know, no other word for it other than stupid. Because I 

thought, y’know, it’s, it’s deeply offensive, or if it’s not offensive it ought to be 

offensive. Um, it doesn’t actually challenge anything, erm, and err, it’s not erm… 

well it, it’s not changing anything, but it does, it does give some… y’know, if you 

make the swastika something that people are, y’know, kind of used to, erm… then 

y’know, next people can start thinking ‘Oh, well those Nazis weren’t that bad after 

all’ kind of thing. So um, right from the very beginning, I thought that was 

completely idiotic, and erm, and in my fanzine I did write about that, and err, you 

know. Um… I ranted on about how silly it was. And the thing was, within punks, 

some punks just thought it was erm, you know… daring to wear a swastika, but 

they didn’t, they weren’t actually racist or fascist in their sentiments. They just 

thought it was a kind of, something to shock their parents with. But err, other 

people were definitely err, sympathetic to racist and fascist ideas, and wanted to 

latch onto this. And actually, I think, you know, National Front saw that punks 

were wearing - I mean not all punks, y’know, minority of punks actually - were 

wearing Nazi regalia, and mistook that for punk being erm, or punks being 

suggestible to racist ideas. Actually, you know, it was a very small minority. It 

wasn’t really punks, it was skinheads. Erm, and most punks, you know, if they, if 

they knew anything about, um, fascism or the Nazis, weren’t in the least um, 

sympathetic towards it cos it was all too authoritarian. And punk was all about, 

about being individual and rebelling, so there was no actual y’know, connection at 

all. But some, but some um, people on the far-right, you know, looked at those 

symbols and thought ‘oh yeah, you know, we could get in there’. But they didn’t 

make much progress actually in trying to infiltrate. 
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Lucy Whitman on activists in education 

I think anybody who was involved in those days, you know, it just has sort of 

carried on, but in different forms, and when I went into teaching, and was teaching 

in Hackney College, so I was there from 1980… first of all I was in adult education 

and then I err, went into further education… and I was there from ‘81 to 1990. And 

erm, and I remember going to… and of course this was the days of ILEA, Inner 

London Education Authority, so there was a lot of kind of cross-fertilisation 

amongst the boroughs and they would organise um, to do joint things. And I did go 

to a residential two or three days which was all about, I can’t remember what it 

was all called, whether it was called ‘Multicultural Education’ or something, but 

anyway it was all about um, you know, creating education which was um… which 

recognised the needs of London’s diverse population, let’s put it like that. I can’t 

remember what the terminology was in those days. But so many people who I met 

there, and they were all working in different erm, colleges and that, a lot of them 

had been involved in um, in the anti-fascist struggle. So this is about… I don’t 

know, about erm, four or five years later or something, and a lot of the people 

who’d been kind of involved in erm, obviously in a voluntary capacity, in 

mobilising against the National Front. XXXX. And the National Front really, 

really were completely smashed, but then we had Thatcher. Um so, but I noticed 

that an awful lot of the people who were working in further education, and who 

were, um, alert to issues of racism and diversity, you know, they’d all got that 

same history. They’d been in School Kids Against the Nazis, or Teachers Against 

the Nazis, or something. You know, they’d all been in, in one of those groups. 

Yeah, and I think probably everybody went on you know, to erm, continue being 

err… politically active in different ways, you know, and not necessarily with 

exactly the same um focus, probably forever. So it’s interesting that erm, I think 

none of us have lost our idealism actually, which haven’t ever quite thought of that 

before, but I think it’s true. 


